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Soundscapes with minimal anthropogenic noise sources are key for the survival and

effective communication of marine mammals. The Gulf of Tribugá is part of the breeding

ground for humpback whale Stock G. Currently, no large-scale infrastructure exists on

the Gulf’s coastline, making it an area with high biodiversity and little anthropogenic noise.

Whale-watching is one of the few human activities that contributes to the soundscape.

By Morro Mico, on the southern limit of the Utría Natural National Park, an Ecological

Acoustic Recorder (EAR, Oceanwide Science Institute) was deployed in the Gulf to

record samples of acoustic activity from October to November 2018. It recorded for

10-min intervals with 20-min lapses for a duty cycle of 33.3%. One of the common peak

frequencies of humpback whale song units from these recordings was used as input to an

acoustic propagation model using the parabolic equation to simulate the communication

space of a humpback whale when zero, one, and two boats are present. GPS positions

of theodolite data from various whale watching scenarios in the Gulf were used to inform

the models. Model results indicate that humpback whale song communication space

could be reduced by as much as 63% in the presence of even one whale-watching boat.

The boats traveling through the Gulf are the same as those used in whale-watching, and

their engine noise while passing Morro Mico coincided with song structural and temporal

changes observed in the acoustic data. Combining in situ data with acoustic models can

advance the understanding of the spatio-temporal acoustic reactions of whales when

their vocalizations are masked by boat noise. This project serves as an approximation of

how humpback whale Stock G may respond to whale-watching vessel noise in the Gulf

of Tribugá.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Anthropogenic noise has increased in recent years as a result
of human population growth, transportation network expansion,
urbanization, and resource extraction (Shannon et al., 2016). In
the ocean, anthropogenic noise has also increased as shipping
lanes have expanded (McDonald et al., 2006; Hildebrand, 2009).
Non-shipping human-generated noise sources such as seismic
surveys, pile driving for off-shore construction, and military
activities also contribute to underwater noise (Tougaard et al.,
2009; Wright, 2014). As a result, human-generated noise often
overlaps (masks) biological sounds in time and frequency, which
could mean a loss of communication space for marine fauna
(Cholewiak et al., 2018). For the purposes of this paper, masking
is defined as a situation when noise interferes with an animal’s
ability to detect, interpret, and/or discriminate a sound (Fletcher
and Munson, 1937). Because of masking release strategies (Erbe
et al., 2016), this is not always <0 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
over the same frequencies at the same time. However, we use
“masked” as one of the SNR range labels in the model output and
this will be discussed more thoroughly in section 3.2.

Acoustic signals are important for marine animals because
they facilitate biological and ecological processes such as
navigation, communication, and habitat selection (Haver et al.,
2019). Marine mammals rely on the ability to detect meaningful
signals from conspecifics, echoes from prey, or natural sounds
that facilitate navigation, socializing, and foraging (McDonald
et al., 2008). Since acoustic signals are the primary modality
used by these animals, increasing noise pollution could affect
their behavior, potentially reducing their access to important
habitats, interfering with finding mates, reducing protective
contact calling with offspring, or detecting prey. Furthermore,
sustained acoustic pollution has been shown to increase stress
hormone levels, causing harm by compromising the immune
system and affecting an organism’s health and reproductive
success in the long term (Fair and Becker, 2000; McDonald et al.,
2008; Rolland et al., 2012).

Humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) are found in all
major oceans and migrate long distances, depending on highly
productive feeding grounds in high-latitude areas during the
summer months for sustenance, and spending the winter months
in low-latitude breeding grounds giving birth to their young
and mating (Clapham, 1996, 2000). They are known for their
evolving vocal display called “song,” which is one of the most
complex acoustic displays in the animal kingdom (Payne and
McVay, 1971; Stimpert et al., 2012). Song is performed by males,
predominantly on the breeding grounds (Stimpert et al., 2012),
but also heard alongmigration routes and on the feeding grounds
(Mattila et al., 1987; McSweeney et al., 1989; Clapham and
Mattila, 1990; Clapham and Mead, 1999; Norris et al., 1999;
Herman, 2017). Although the function of song is still a source of
debate among experts, one possibility states that it could attract
females to singers in a lekking arena or mediate interactions
between males, making it particularly important for breeding
functions (Herman, 2017).

Global humpback whale breeding areas have been impacted
by noise pollution from human activities (Au and Green,

2000) like whale-watching tourism (Parsons, 2012) and shipping
(Hildebrand, 2009; Tsujii et al., 2018). Boat noise has been found
to reduce communication space, leading to chronic effects on
populations (Putland et al., 2018). Marine shipping, particularly
large ocean container ships, hydrocarbon transport, and cruise
ships, is a recognized and persistent anthropogenic source of low-
frequency ocean noise, contributing to the masking of essential
sounds produced and heard by marine mammals and fish
(Weilgart, 2007; Hatch et al., 2008; Hildebrand, 2009; Erbe, 2012;
McKenna et al., 2012; Merchant et al., 2014;Williams et al., 2015).
In this study’s field site only small vessels that are commonly used
in transport, artisanal fishing, and whale-watching are present
(Rueda, 1997), so this manuscript will focus on masking effects
from such vessels.

When vessel traffic noise and humpback whale song are
both primary contributors to the soundscape, like in the
Colombian Pacific during breeding season, overlap in time and
frequency exists between the two sound sources (Heenehan
et al., 2019). Humpback whales have been documented to
decrease the number of bottom-feeding events per dive and
reduce feeding dive descent rate as the intensity of ship
noise increases, indicating that ship noise can impact foraging
rates and efficiency (Blair et al., 2016). Furthermore, boat
direction, speed, and passing frequency are correlated with
changes in humpback whale behaviors like respiration rate,
diving, swimming speed, communication, and social interaction
(Bauer and Herman, 1986; Au and Green, 2000; Scheidat et al.,
2004; Sousa-Lima and Clark, 2008; Stamation et al., 2010).
Some animals respond to band-limited noise by changing the
frequencies of their vocalizations to shift away from the potential
effects of masking (Tyack, 2008; Kaplan and Mooney, 2015).
In addition to correlating with detrimental behavioral changes
and masking song, fishing and tourism-based whale-watching
vessels have also been shown to mask the social sounds used by
humpback whale competitive groups and mother and calf pairs
(Cholewiak et al., 2018).

Along the coast of the Eastern Tropical Pacific Ocean, whale
watching activities occur during the humpback whale breeding
season because their exciting surface behaviors, like breaching,
are easily visible for tourists to view (Darling and Berube, 2001).
The effects of noise from whale-watching vessels have been
researched in several areas of the world (Parsons, 2012). In South
America, studies have found a variety of responses of humpback
whales to whale-watching activity, but most are limited to
visual observations of surface behaviors (Scheidat et al., 2004;
Sousa-Lima and Clark, 2009; Avila et al., 2015). Other studies
investigated the whales’ interactions with noise generated by
humans (Sousa-Lima and Clark, 2008). There is currently a lack
of studies on acoustic reactions of humpback whales to whale-
watching vessels on the South American Pacific Coast. More
specifically, no acoustic studies of the effects of whale-watching
on humpback whales have been conducted on the Pacific Coast
of Colombia where the breeding ground is surrounded by a
coastline not heavily populated by human infrastructure.

The region of Chocó, Colombia, is sparsely populated with
small artisanal fishing villages and few roads. The only way to
arrive to this Northwestern Colombian coastal area is by small
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FIGURE 1 | Map of recording site: Morro Mico, Chocó, Colombia. Triangles

mark the locations of boats in both models; circles mark the locations of

humpback whales in both models. Boats and whales were the source

locations in the models. A star marks the deployment location of the EAR

(color online).

aircraft over an Andean Corridor from Medellín or Bogotá or by
overnight boat from Buenaventura. This creates an ecotourism
haven. The region is also void of shipping lanes. The Gulf of
Tribugá, located in the northern Colombian Pacific, is part of
the breeding grounds for humpback whales belonging to the
breeding Stock G between the months of May and December
(Avila et al., 2020) (Figure 1). It is an opportunistic location
to study the effects of whale-watching boats since, compared
to other coastal areas, it contains a small variety and a low
density of motorized vessels. Families use either dug out canoes
or small fiberglass boats with outboard motors to travel between
villages, fish, and provide SCUBA and/or whale-watching tours.
Once a week a fuel boat (about 40 m in length) transits the
Gulf on Thursdays, and for a few months in the spring and
summer a couple of shrimping boats sit off-shore harvesting.
Aside from these few larger vessels, nearly all motorized vessel
noise in the Gulf of Tribugá is from the same boats being
used in whale-watching activities. Whale-watching is one of
the primary ecotourism activities in Chocó, providing a large
portion of available jobs to the surrounding communities (Hoyt
and Iñíguez, 2008). Furthermore, the whale-watching industry
in this area is offered by the community (Velandia and Díaz,
2016), and it is still in its infancy compared to many other
areas where humpback whales breed. Despite the relatively small
operational capacity, it is possible that noise from these whale-
watching vessels still cause any of the aforementioned adverse
effects on nearby humpback whales and negatively affect their
singing behavior (Sousa-Lima and Clark, 2008).

The Gulf of Tribugá is one of the most biodiverse areas in
the world and has complex climatic, geological, and biological
history. The acoustic environment is relatively less intense than

three other marine mammal sanctuary locations along the Pacific
Coast: south of Cabo Pulmo, México (Seger, 2016), in Laguna
San Ignacio, México (Seger et al., 2015), and in Glacier Bay,
Alaska (Seger et al., 2012). Furthermore, artisanal fishing and
whale-watching efforts are regulated and no shipping lanes are
nearby. Acoustic data from these locations and the Gulf of
Tribugá were processed in previous work using Ulysses software
(written by Drs. Aaron Thode and Jit Sarkar) by calculating the
hourly-averaged 1st percentile of sound pressure levels (SPLs)
(dB re 1 µPa2/Hz) in the 0–6250 Hz bandwidth. Comparing
the 1st percentile minima, the Gulf of Tribugá was 26 dB re 1
µPa2/Hz lower than south of Cabo Pulmo, 37 dB re 1 µPa2/Hz
lower than in Laguna San Ignacio, and 30 dB re 1 µPa2/Hz
lower than in Glacier Bay National Park (Seger, 2020; Seger
et al., 2020). Sediment type, recording depth, and sound speed
profiles are different among these locations, but boat activity and
vessel sizes are similar in all of them. Whether a result of boat
activity or propagation environments, the Gulf of Tribugá has
less intense 1st percentile SPL minima than the other locations.
The primary acoustic components in the Gulf of Tribugá’s noise
budget are snapping sounds from shrimp, seasonal humpback
whale song, and noise produced by small boats (Rey et al.,
2019). Therefore, Tribugá is an area where the primary source of
acoustic disturbance is the noise from small boats that are used in
whale-watching, artisanal fishing, and/or transportation for local
families (Velandia and Díaz, 2016).

This could soon change because a mega marine port
construction project has been proposed. It was denied permits
once on Sept 29, 2020, but reapplication may occur. As a
result, there is no set start date of construction. If constructed,
the port would severely impact the local soundscape, raising
underwater noise from relatively low levels to higher levels more
like those around other large ports. The construction process and
the resulting greater abundance of large vessels would increase
noise disturbance quickly and permanently alter the acoustic
environment. Since it is possible that humpback whales in the
Gulf of Tribugá are accustomed to lower background noise and
wider communication space than even the other sanctuary areas
mentioned above, new transient vessel sounds from a shipping
lane could have a larger impact on them in terms of increased
SPLs than in other locations.

This project on the potential acoustic effects of whale-
watching on humpback whale song is part of a larger effort (The
PHySIColombia Project) to document the baseline soundscape
in a place with relatively low levels of anthropogenic noise as
a Before-After Control-Impact (BACI) study. Results from this
project are representative of the effects whale-watching boatsmay
have had on humpback whales in an earlier era when large vessel
traffic was less expansive than it is in today’s global shipping
economy. Using acoustic propagation models to understand the
effects of noise on marine mammals is not new, but is usually
applied in the Northern Hemisphere for shipping lanes and pile
driving (Chen et al., 2017; Heaney et al., 2020).

The specific goals for this paper were to (a) model and map
a representative noise field from whale watching boats in the
Gulf of Tribugá, (b) quantify communication space reduction of
a typical humpback whale song caused by whale-watching boats
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and (c) analyze changes in acoustic features of humpback whale
song in the presence of boat noise. It is intended for these results
to serve two purposes. First, the mapped models of acoustic
propagation will introduce the parabolic equation as a tool for
visually understanding the sound levels that humpback whales
receive from different configurations of whale watching boats in
very specific acoustic environments in South America. Second,
any effects on the singing behavior of humpback whales, or lack
thereof, while in the presence of whale-watching boats can serve
as a “baseline reference” for other studies where whale-watching
activities occur more often, in higher densities, and/or in the
presence of larger vessel activities.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Methods included two components. The first was a preliminary
acoustic field modeling component using source positions taken
from theodolite data collected near Arusí (Figure 1) to fulfill
goals (a) and (b). The second was a data-analysis component
using acoustic data collected at Morro Mico to fulfill goal (c).
The modeling component quantified how much the Stock G
humpback whale’s song could be experiencing acoustic masking
from whale-watching boats and its methods will be discussed
first. Validating the amount of area over which whales in Stock
G would have to adapt to this whale-watching boat noise,
the data-analysis component evaluated one structural and two
temporal song changes when boat engines were present and
will be discussed second. For this paper, “structural changes”
are defined as large scale changes visible when viewing several
minutes of a spectrogram, like unit changes or starting and
stopping singing. “Temporal changes” are defined as changes in
the length or spacing of units, and only units were considered in
this analysis.

2.1. Theodolite Data Collection
A common whale-watching destination within the Gulf
of Tribugá is off Arusí, toward Cabo Corrientes. Ecohotel
Punta Brava is located on a cliff-side where R&E Ocean
Community Conservation used a land-based theodolite
station (5◦29’1”N, 77◦32’14”W). Theodolite observations were
performed throughout the month of September 2019. Whale-
watching activities were recorded for up to 10 h each day,
weather permitting.

The theodolite station was positioned 23.5 m above sea
level (a.s.l.), which allowed for long-range observations and
monitoring of several whale groups simultaneously. The focal
plane of the digital theodolite was measured as 25 m a.s.l.
(including the height of the theodolite and tripod). Once a whale
or group of whales entered the study area, they were tracked using
the methods described in Würsig et al. (1991). The vertical and
horizontal positions of whales and whale-watching boats were
systematized using the open source theodolite tracking software
Pythagoras (Gailey, 2002). The program converted the vertical
and horizontal positions to GPS coordinates. Once the data were
recorded, they were exported to an excel sheet.

2.2. Acoustic Propagation Modeling
Three general steps were used to model potential masking
conditions of boat noise over humpback whale song. First, a
model of the sound pressure level field of whale song was
calculated from transmission loss (TL) fields computed with the
acoustic source at the whale’s location (from the theodolite data)
and spreading over part of the Gulf of Tribugá. This and all
following acoustic TL models were calculated for 350 Hz, which
is a common peak frequency used in Stock G humpback whale
song (Perazio andMercado, 2018) and is also a peak frequency in
whale watching boat noise. (These sound pressure level fields are
most often called received levels (RL) in sonar literature.)

Second, noise fields were modeled for (1) a typical ambient
noise level, and (2) a typical whale-watching boat traveling at a
slow speed (Erbe, 2002). For the boat RL field, TL was computed
over the same area of the Gulf with the source located at the
boat(s) GPS location(s) in the theodolite data. This RL field for
the boat was combined with the typical background noise level
to complete a model of noise in the area. Third, the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) between these whale communication and
noise models were calculated for two scenarios: when one and
two whale-watching boats were near a whale in the theodolite
dataset. Planview (bird’s-eye view) maps of these TL and SNR
models illustrate the spatial variations of song and boat noise and
depict how audible song could be throughout much of the Gulf of
Tribugá when competing with noise from boat engines. The SNR
planview maps for each scenario were brought into Esri’s ArcGIS
Pro for further analysis.

The acoustic propagation model used to compute TL given
bathymetry, sound speed profile, sediment type, and source and
receiver depths and positions was the parabolic equation (PE)
formulation. The PE model solves the wave equation using a
paraxial approximation and is well-suited for range-dependent
environments at frequencies up to about 1 kHz (Heaney et al.,
2020). A more detailed explanation of these models can be found
in Heaney et al. (2020). The specific model implementation
in use is Seahawk, a C language port of RAM (Collins, 1995)
developed by Richard Campbell (RAM stands for “Range-
dependent Acoustic Model”). It is based on the latest techniques
in PE modeling such as the split step Padé solution which allows
for large range steps and high angle acoustic propagation support.

Environmental inputs to the acoustic model were
representative of the two scenarios being modeled for the
Gulf of Tribugá. A common peak frequency of humpback whale
song in the area (Perazio and Mercado, 2018) was used in the
model: 350 Hz. This is also a common frequency in boat engine
noise so masking in this frequency is highly likely. Whale song
and boat noise were both assumed to be omnidirectional. Even
though some research suggests that whale songs may have
some level of directionality (Pack et al., 2003), a tested model to
represent this is not yet available for input into the PE model.
The source depth for modeled whales was 5 m and the source
depth for modeled outboard motors of the boats was 2 m. The
receiver depth for both the whale and boat models was 5 m (as if
another whale near the surface was receiving song, or the whale
being watched was receiving boat noise, respectively). The key
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differences between the whale and the boat models were their
source positions in the Gulf of Tribugá and their source depths.

In the acoustic model, the ocean bottom was modeled as a
sediment with mean grain size of 2φ (a coarse sandy sediment)
on theWentworth chart scale because the local SCUBA company
said that the area is mostly sandy in their experience. By
default, Seahawk uses a two layer model of the environment,
consisting of separate water and sediment profiles defined
independently. The sediment is treated as an acoustically thick
halfspace, implemented as 20 wavelengths at the given frequency,
containing an exponential absorptive sponge along the bottom
of the sediment layer. The absorptive sponge layer ensures
that sound will not reflect off the edge of the computational
domain. The thickness of the water column is determined
by the bathymetry and (optionally) sea surface height. The
sediment was characterized by a single parameter, the log mean
grain size, which is used along with the local sound speed at
the water-sediment interface to determine the depth-dependent
sound speed, density, and attenuation within the sediment layer
(Hamilton, 1980). This single-parameter bottom characterization
is useful because the log grain size parameter maps reasonably
well (Wentworth, 1922) to the bottom types indicated on nautical
charts. This model is an approximation of real-world conditions
as the ocean bottom often contains multiple layers of sediments
and is also inhomogeneous. However, if sediment data became
available, the sediment model could be improved with more
spatial dependence, both across the model domain and in depth.

TL fields for all the whale and boat positions were calculated
over the same 150 km by 150 km area centered on the whales’
GPS location from Sept 5, 2019, with computed 2,280 radials
(azimuths) interpolated onto a output grid of 1,024 pixels in
width. This area covers the north to south extent of the Gulf of
Tribugá. TL is the pressure level field of an acoustic source with
unit amplitude. The models of the whales’ and boats’ acoustic
amplitudes will be explained in more detail during discussion of
the SONAR equation.

Scenarios #1 and #2 from the theodolite data were on
September 5, 2019 (10:20 a.m.), and September 20, 2019 (10:10
a.m.), respectively. On September 5th, a single whale was being
watched by one boat; on September 20th, a single whale was
being watched by two boats. Additionally, the Sept 5th sighting
occurred closer to shore (by 10.5 km) over a water column depth
of 139 m and the September 20th scenario was over a water
column depth of 933m.

The SONAR equation used to model these two scenarios was
the passive version:

SNR = SL− TL− NL (1)

where SNR is signal to noise ratio, SL is source level, TL is
transmission loss, and NL is noise level. The threshold of SNR
= 0 was selected to indicate a whale’s song being audible over
ambient sound levels (+SNR) or not (–SNR). Source levels chosen
for the models were based on literature. Au et al. (2006) provided
a range of SLs for each unit of humpback whale song in Hawaii.
Their unit labeled E2 was noted as the most common unit in
the songs in the Gulf of Tribugá data analyzed for this study, so

the same SLrms of 153 dB 1 µPa @ 1 m was used to represent
Stock G song in our modeling. Erbe (2012) estimated the SLs of
several types of whale-watching boats in Australia during whale-
watching activities for orcas, and extrapolated their 10 knot and
20 knot SL measurements to other speeds. To keep our models
conservative, the slowest speed in Erbe (2012) from a similar style
vessel to those used in the Gulf was chosen for our model input:
145 dB re 1 µPa @ 1 m. All inputs to the PE model and planview
map grids are summarized in Table 1.

NL was included in the models for both scenarios when
boat(s) were present and absent. The NL for boats being present
was the incoherent sum of the RL for the boat or boats and a
background ambient noise level of 48 dB re 1 µPa (Huertas et al.,
2019; Rey et al., 2019), taken frommeasurements with conditions
which best matched conditions during the study period. In the
case of boats being absent, the NL was only the background
ambient noise level.

The RL grids were imported into Esri’s ArcGIS Pro and
transformed to an area preserving the projected coordinate
system to minimize bias. For each of the two scenarios, the
areas covered under three SNR intervals were computed: <0 dB
(masked), 0–10 dB (unreliable audibility), and >10 dB (audible).
The area (km2) that these SNR intervals occupied in the models
was calculated for both scenarios in the presence and absence of
boats and compared.

Some assumptions needed to be made that these SNR
planview maps of whale song, given surrounding boat noise
from whale-watching vessels, provided evidence that a whale’s
communication space could have been reduced from engine
noise throughout the Gulf of Tribugá. The following assumptions
were made to validate the comparisons of modeling results in the
area near Arusí with the data collection area near Morro Mico:

1. The acoustic propagation environment in both Arusí and
Morro Mico are similar because they are in the same
small Gulf, have similar bottom sediments, similar depths,
similar bathymetries, and the boats and whales occupy similar
distances to the coast. (Additional models from other projects
have produced similar TL maps along the Gulf ’s coastline.)

2. The most common kind of boat used throughout the Gulf
for whale-watching, transportation, and artisanal fishing are
fiberglass hulls with outboard motors. Other types of vessels

are relatively rare. Therefore, the boats passing by and milling

around the recorder, if not engaged in whale-watching,
would likely still be the same kind of boats used in whale-
watching activities.

3. When boats engage in whale-watching activities, they have
to approach the whales and usually do so at a typical travel
speed. Sound from the approach will reach the whale and have
masking effects before the boat reaches its watching point and
slows down or stops.

4. Individual whales are able to, and do, traverse the distance
between Morro Mico and Arusí in under a day’s time. The
whales whose songs have been analyzed from Morro Mico
are capable of traveling to Arusí, so the whales used to
generate our maps are from the same population (Stock G)
as those recorded.
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TABLE 1 | Inputs to the PE model for Gulf of Tribugá scenarios.

Variable Assumption Value

Propagating frequency Song peak frequency 350 Hz

from Perazio and Mercado (2018)

Receiver depth Whale near surface while being watched –5 m

Transmitter depth Depth of outboard engine in water –2 m

Sound speed profile Dates of theodolite measurements World Ocean Atlas 2018

Sept 5, 2019 10:20 a.m.

Sept 20, 2019 10:10 a.m.

Pixels Enough to show features in the planview maps 1,024

Range Ensure range enough to capture most of the Gulf 150 x 150 km

Grain size Muddy to rocky bottom types exist across the Gulf; 2φ

(Wentworth Chart) sand granules are about in the middle

Bathymetry Best known bathymetry in the region GEBCO 2019

SL for boats From Erbe (2012), slowest speed 145 dB re 1 µPa @1 m

SL for whales From Au et al. (2006), unit E2’s SLrms 153 dB re 1 µPa @1 m

5. Acoustic data from 2018 would adequately represent boat
noise in 2019. Boat traffic in the Gulf has no documented
annual cycle and the artisanal fishing lifestyle (the main boat
traffic contributor) has been consistent for decades.

2.3. Acoustic Data Collection
Acoustic data were collected at Morro Mico (Figure 1), from
October to November 2018 (5◦52.101’N, 77◦19.007’W) with an
Ecological Acoustic Recorder (EAR) from Oceanwide Science
Institute. Morro Mico is an island in the region of Chocó that
lies along the southern border of Utría National Natural Park.
The EAR located there was programmed to record for 10 min
at 30-min intervals for a duty cycle of 33.3%. The sampling rate
was 15.625 kHz.

2.4. Acoustic Data Analysis
Acoustic data from the EAR at Morro Mico were downloaded
and converted to .wav files using custom Matlab code (L.
Munger). The hydrophones on the EARs had a sensitivity of –
193.5 dB re 1 V/Pa with a 47.5 dB preamp. No additional gains
were used. A total of 1681 10-min samples were obtained over 37
days. Data were manually analyzed every 3 h in Raven Pro 1.5
software, identifying times when acoustic sources fell into two
groups: (1) small boat engine activity with whale song and (2)
only humpback whale singing. A total of 67 files from the dataset
were used: 33 of them contained humpback whale song and no
boat activity and 34 contained both boat and song activity.

In only the 34-file set, humpback whale song structure
before and after each full boat pass in a file was compared.
Whether or not a qualitative difference in the song structure
was observed between these two times was recorded “yes” or
“no” to create a binary response variable. To consider something
a qualitative change in song structure the criteria included: a
different unit, a difference in bandwidth if the unit or phrase was
the same, singing activity stopping, or singing activity starting.
Unclassifiable changes occurred when boat noise was too loud
to allow for unit identification, a boat pass continued beyond

the end of the recording, or the sound of breathing whales
replaced song.

For both sets of files, two quantitative measures were taken
from the only or most apparent song in the file. In the set of
files with boats, as many units as possible were measured even
during the loudest boat activity to prevent large gaps accidentally
being measured where units could be fully masked. The inability
to separate boat noise frequency characteristics from song units
they were superimposed on is the primary reason that only
temporal features were measured and compared. These temporal
measures were unit duration (time from the start to the end of
a unit, in seconds) and inter-unit interval (IUI, time between
consecutive song units, in seconds) (Mercado et al., 2005). All
units found in each of the files were selected, for a total of
3,027 units from songs in files with boats present and 5,023
units from files without boats. Distributions of both temporal
variables were then compared between when boats were and
were not present to determinate changes on a larger time scale,
as opposed to structural changes in which immediate pattern
changes were observed.

2.5. Statistical Analysis
The null hypothesis that was tested for song structure stated that
a whale would not change the structure of its song anymore often
than random (50% of the time) during a boat pass. The alternative
hypothesis was that a whale would change the structure of its song
more often than random (>50% of the time) during a boat pass.

The null hypothesis that was tested for temporal song features
stated that there would be no significant difference in the length
of song units or IUIs when boats were present vs. when boats
were not present. The first alternative hypothesis was that average
song unit length from files with boats present would be different
(longer or shorter) than average song unit length from files
without boats present. The second alternative hypothesis was that
the average IUI length from files with boats present would be
different (longer or shorter) than the average IUI length from files
without boats present.
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FIGURE 2 | Planview maps for the Sept 5, 2019, scenario #1 of continuous TL values of whale song (top left) and boat noise (top right) illustrate sound

transmission loss near Arusí. Blue is less audible while red is more audible. Planview maps as binned SNR values better visualize the area of relatively higher SNR

communication space when only ambient noise (bottom left) vs. one boat (bottom right) is present. Red indicates very audible areas of the whale song, orange

indicates unreliably audible areas, and yellow indicates masked areas. Source level of the whale’s hypothetical song was 153 dB re 1 µPa @ 1 m, which would be

dark red in the top left map (color online).

Normality distributions of song unit length and IUI length
boat/non-boat pairs were examined with the Shapiro-Wilk test
and homogeneity of variances were examined with the F-test.
They all exhibited non-normality even after data transformation.
Therefore, the non-parametric Wilcoxon rank sum test was
chosen to determine if there was a significant difference between
song unit lengths and IUI lengths in the presence or absence
of boats (Stewart-Oaten, 1995; Marques De Sá, 2007). The level
of statistical significance was set as less than 5% (p < 0.05). All
statistical analyses were conducted in R version 3.5.2.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Acoustic Propagation Modeling - SNR
Planview Maps
RL (Received Level) and SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) planview
maps of a hypothetically singing humpback whale from scenario
#1 (1 whale, 1 boat) and scenario #2 (1 whale, 2 boats) illustrate
key features about the acoustic environment of a humpback
whale under undisturbed and whale-watching conditions. First,

the propagation of sound emitted by any source, boat or whale,
is shaped by different water depths and distances to shore
(Figures 2, 4 top subplots). These observations about depth and
coastal proximity match two of the three key parameters in
environmental sensitivity analyses from pile driving propagation
modeling along the east coast of the United States (Heaney et al.,
2020), and temperature (the third parameter) in the Gulf of
Tribugá would change less than at higher latitudes.

In scenario #1, the whale’s communication space model
without boat noise spread along-shore (solid orange-yellow oval,

Figure 2 top left) and spread more effectively to the south and

west than to the north. The SNR model shows that in about half
of the area, the song’s sound energy would be masked (<0 dB,
yellow, Figure 2 bottom left) without competing boat noise but
from natural transmission loss and ambient noise. Once noise
from a single boat was included in the model (Figure 2 top right),
the whale’s communication space was reduced further (Figure 2
bottom right), particularly in the areas that were audible with
just the presence of ambient noise (SNR >10 dB) (red, Figure 2,
bottom subplots).
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The change in area covered by these three SNR threshold
ranges in the Gulf was calculated and compared between a
hypothetical whale singing in ambient noise conditions to a
hypothetical whale song competing with noise from a single
boat (Table 2 and Figure 3). Without boat noise the hypothetical
whale song would have been very audible (SNR >10 dB) in 2,306
km2 of the total 10,255 km2 of the Gulf where sound energy
propagated. By comparison, noise from one boat reduced the
very audible area (>10 dB SNR) to 859 km2, or a 63% reduction.
With boat noise, the area of the Gulf where the whale’s song was
unreliably audible increased 35%, and 588 more square km were
masked (an 11% increase). The presence of one boat did not mask
much more communication space for the humpback whale song
than just ambient noise, but it did decrease the very audible area
by more than half.

In scenario #2, the whale’s and boats’ acoustic fields spread
more evenly in all directions than in scenario #1 (Figure 4 top
subplots). The SNR-binned subplots for scenario #2 (Figure 4

TABLE 2 | Area (km2 ) that three SNR-binned audibility ranges occupy within the

simulation for the September 5, 2019, scenario #1 (single whale alone with just

ambient noise vs. single whale in close proximity to a single boat plus

ambient noise).

SNR range Whale + Ambient

noise

Whale near one

boat

Percent change

<0 dB

(masked) 5,525.50 6,113.40 +11%

0–10 dB

(unreliably audible) 2,423.74 3,282.82 +35%

>10 dB

(very audible) 2,306.02 858.98 –63%

bottom subplots) showed that the regions where the whale song
with only ambient noise was modeled as very audible (4,901 km2)
shrunk to 1,375 km2 (a 72% decrease) in the presence of the two
boats. The masked regions increased 79% in the presence of the
two boats. Noise from two boats almost doubled the masked area
as compared to just ambient noise, and only about one quarter of
the very audible area remained. Percent changes in very audible,
unreliably audible, and masked areas are presented for scenario
#2 in Table 3 and Figure 5).

A few comparisons to scenario #1 illustrate the effect of source
positions and the extra boat. The source level position of the
whale in scenario #1 was more affected by transmission loss and
ambient noise, having more than twice the naturally masked area
without any effect of boat noise than scenario #2 (5,526 km2

compared to 2,582 km2). Scenario #2’s model results had 1.5
times more area of the Gulf where SNR is unreliably audible than
in scenario #1 (5,077 km2 compared to 3,282 km2). Noise from
two boats decreased the very audible area (>10 dB SNR) 9%more
than the noise from just one boat. Finally, the scenario #2 model
indicates that it would take more than two boats to mask (make
SNR <0 dB) the entire communication space of a humpback
whale song in the Gulf.

3.2. Effect of Noise From Boats on
Structural Aspects of Humpback Whale
Song
A total of 126 boat passes occurred within the set of 34 files
with whale and boat activity. Qualitative analysis showed that
song structure changed during a boat pass 58 times. Some of the
song structure changes observed were: different unit used after
a boat passed (often a different unit with a higher bandwidth
than before), vocal activity stopped (Figure 6), and vocal activity
started. However, song structure did not change 55 times during a

FIGURE 3 | Sept 5, 2019, scenario #1. Comparison bar plots of the area occupied by the three SNR bins of the hypothetical whale song when only ambient noise

(blue/left bars) and one boat (red/right bars) was present (color online).
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FIGURE 4 | Planview maps for the Sept 20, 2019, scenario #2 of continuous TL values of whale song (top left) and noise from one of the two boats (top right) near

Arusá. Blue is less audible while red is more audible. In the bottom panels, planview maps of binned SNR values better visualize the area of relatively higher SNR

communication space when only ambient noise (bottom left) vs. two boats (bottom right) are present. Red indicates very audible areas of the whale song, orange

indicates unreliably audible areas, and yellow indicates masked areas(color online).

boat pass and 13 times the change could not be classified (n/a) as
pertaining to song structure. Therefore, song structural changes
did not occur significantly more often than random (50% of the
time) when a boat passed.

3.3. Effect of Noise From Boats on
Temporal Aspects of Humpback Whale
Song
When distributions of song unit length in the presence and
absence of boats (Figures 7A,B) were compared with aWilcoxon
rank sum test, there was a statistically significant difference
between the ranks of their medians (p = 6.627e-06). The average
song unit length and standard deviation was 1.1 ± 1.3 s with a
median of 0.8 s when boats were present vs. 1.2 ± 1.1 s with
a median of 0.9 s when they were absent. The presence of boat
noise coincided with shorter and more variable song unit lengths
in humpback whale songs in the Gulf of Tribugá.

When the distributions of the IUI length in the presence and
absence of boats (Figures 7C,D) were compared with aWilcoxon
rank sum test the ranks of their medians were also significantly
different (p = 2.2e-16). The average IUI length was 4.3 ± 9.1 s

TABLE 3 | Area (km2) that three SNR-binned audibility ranges occupy within the

simulation for the September 20, 2019, scenario #2 (single whale alone with

ambient noise vs. single whale in close proximity to two boats plus ambient noise).

SNR range Whale + Ambient

noise

Whale near two

boats

Percent change

<0 dB

(masked) 2,582.30 4,634.00 +79%

0–10 dB

(unreliably audible) 3,603.72 5,077.10 +41%

>10 dB

(very audible) 4,900.80 1,374.94 –72%

with amedian of 2.4 s when boats were present vs. 2.6± 4.5 s with
a median of 1.8 s when they were absent. The presence of boat
noise coincided with longer and more variable IUIs in humpback
whale songs in the Gulf of Tribugá.

The rate of the singing under boat presence and absence
conditions was also calculated. There were 3,026 units sung in the
340 min of files with boats and 5,023 units sung in the 330 min of
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FIGURE 5 | Sept 20, 2019, scenario. #2, side-by-side bar plots of the area covered by each SNR bin of the hypothetical whale song when only ambient noise

(blue/left bars) and two boats (red/right bars) were present (color online).

FIGURE 6 | Example of structural change in a song: stopped singing. At the beginning of the spectrogram, a phrase change happened to the song denoted by the 1,

2, and 3 (AAB) boxes (blue) until 3:40 when the boat pass began. During boat noise, units were difficult to identify. At 4:20 when the boat pass ended, the final unit

able to be found (box 10) matched unit B of the phrase from before (boxes 3, 6, 7, 8, and 9). No more singing was heard/seen for the remainder of the 10-min

recording (color online).

files without boats present. Dividing the total number of units
by the total time yielded rates of 8.9 units/minute sung when
boat noise was present compared to 15.2 units/minute sung when
boat noise was absent. The apparent slower singing rate in the

presence of boats is likely partially due to units being masked by
boats, so fewer were able to be detected during manual analysis to
be included in a rate calculation. This bias in this song rate metric
will be discussed later.
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FIGURE 7 | Temporal difference in units and unit spacing in the presence and absence of boat noise: (A) length of song units in presence of boat noise and

(B) absence of boat noise (C); length of IUIs in the presence of boat noise and (D) absence of boat noise.

4. DISCUSSION

Boat-based whale-watching is one of the activities with the
highest tourism demand in the Colombian Pacific. It has become
very economically important in the last decade, especially in
places like the Gulf of Tribugá where it is a stable seasonal job

for local fishermen (Velandia and Díaz, 2016). It is reasonable to
assume that boats within whale-watching distance of a humpback
whale along the coast of the Gulf of Tribugá could mask the
acoustic field of a whale if it is trying to sing or produce social

calls. It is likely that masking of the song by the boat noise occurs

not only when the whale-watching vessel is close, but also when
it is farther away, like during an approach. Adaptive strategies to
reduce the effects of this masking could be pursued by the whale,

but at present there is an incomplete understanding of what these
strategies are and how they are used.

The propagation modeling SNR planviewmaps, bar plots, and
tables illustrate how far a hypothetical whale song could transmit
through its habitat with only ambient noise as compared to in
the presence of noise from one or two boats used in whale-
watching activities. The audibility regions in the models were not

meant to exactly represent song detectability, but rather serve as
a visualization tool to capture two uncertainties. First, fine details
of the environment such as the bottom sediment properties and
the complete ocean temperature and salinity across the study
area are not well known and lack in situ measurements. But
if these details were known, the audibility results could shift.
Second, these models do not include noise contributions due to
wind and waves. If wind picks up or a storm passes, ambient
noise levels would rise frommore crashing waves and rain drops.
A change in sea state from 1 to 5 can lead to an increase in
background noise levels of 10 dB re 1µPa or more. It is possible
that the unreliably audible areas would become masked under
poor weather conditions.

While negative SNR represents masked space in our models,
marine mammals do exhibit strategies to reduce the effects of
this masking (Erbe et al., 2016), thus a 0 dB SNR threshold
indicating masking is debatable. While we assume here that SNR
values above 10 dB are loud enough for a signal to be heard
over ambient noise under the typical variations in environmental
and propagation conditions, amodel validation study with higher
resolution environmental inputs and a Monte Carlo estimate of
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SNR variability would be better for establishing such thresholds.
Such an estimate would be based on the uncertainties in the
model input parameters such as diurnal and seasonal variations
in the sound speed profile, fluctuating ambient noise levels, a
variety of sediment types across the ocean floor, and/or frequency
dependence of the humpback whale song and boat engine
noise overlap.

Such sophisticated models, despite being in development for
future work, were beyond the purpose of this project. The
purpose of these models was to validate that (1) sound from
boats and whales both travel many kilometers in the Gulf of
Tribugá and (2) one or two whale-watching boats could reduce
the communication space of a singing humpback whale. With
this validation, it could be assumed that if the EAR deployed
by Morro Mico recorded both whale song and boat noise,
then the whale could likely detect the boat and the whale’s
communication space was likely reduced by the boat. Therefore,
the whales that were recorded at Morro Mico likely experienced
environmental pressure to change their acoustic behavior if
deemed adaptive.

In a few areas of the models were the hypothetical whale
songs masked by the noise from one or two whale-watching type
boats, but more boat activity could create more expansive areas of
masking. If the planned mega maritime port is built in the Gulf
of Tribugá, boat noise will increase from more and larger vessels.
It will be important to predict how much masking the noise from
shipping lanes could have on humpback whale song. This project
was the first step in understanding how one or two small vessels
can reduce humpback whale communication space so the models
can be further developed to predict the effects from more and
larger vessels in the Gulf of Tribugá.

Since the recorded ambient sound levels here (Huertas et al.,
2019; Rey et al., 2019), even with boats, are relatively lower than
other humpback whale and gray whale breeding and feeding
grounds in the Pacific Ocean (Seger, 2020), the Gulf of Tribugá
is representative of a low disturbance “baseline” region. More
heavily trafficked whale-watching areas in the world could mask
whale song more and correlate with more extreme acoustic
behavioral changes.

Despite this relatively low anthropogenic disturbance, two
temporal aspects of singing activity were significantly different
when boat noise was present compared to when it was absent.
The fewer number of longer units sung in the presence of boats at
longer IUIs could be a strategy to escape the masking. The longer
IUIs during boat passes could also be a result of some units being
completely masked in the spectrograms and therefore missed
during analysis. We believe this happened rarely, but could have
affected the results nonetheless.

The mean of the IUIs in the presence of boat noise was 4.3 s,
but was 2.6 s (about half as long) in the absence of boat noise.
Another study found average IUIs in humpback whale song
ranging from 0.51 to 2.37 s (Handel et al., 2009). The IUIs in
the songs recorded from the Gulf of Tribugá were longer than
this range regardless of whether boat noise was present or absent.
These results extend this previously published range of IUIs, but
whether due to natural population differences or interruptions
from boat noise is unclear.

The results also showed that (a) IUI length was more variable
(larger standard deviation) than unit length regardless of whether
boats were present or not and (b) the variability (standard
deviation) in IUI length was larger in the presence of boat
noise than in its absence. Singing tempo in the Gulf of Tribugá,
therefore, was more governed by IUI length and was faster
when boat noise was absent. This is contrary to previous work
suggesting that humpback whales use unit length instead of IUI
length to adjust song tempo (Schneider and Mercado, 2018)
and that they use highly consistent unit and IUI durations for
specific unit types in large-scale time (Mercado et al., 2005; Au
et al., 2006). These more variable IUI and unit length results
are plausible considering that songs have a naturally high level
of intra-individual variability (Schneider and Mercado, 2018)
are there were likely many individual whales’ songs captured in
our data. Or, comparing these results to previous work from
other geographical regions simply documents natural differences
across populations.

No common “boat-noise adapted” phrase was anecdotally
noted during analyses, but doing a correlation test of which units
and phrases were used during boat noise presence vs. absence
would be an important next step. Not all song units are the
same length. It is possible that the Stock G humpback whales
are not lengthening units when boat noise is present, but rather
are switching to a phrase which has naturally longer units in
it. The whales could also be constantly morphing unit patterns
in predictable ways (Mercado and Perazio, 2021) and these
adjustments may happen more quickly in the presence of boat
noise. The IUI and unit lengths in our results indicate that singing
whales waited longer to sing each unit, and when they did sing,
the unit was more likely to be longer. Certain phrases might be
easier to use in this way than in others. This slowing down of song
to possibly sing at more strategic intervals is limited, however.
As the IUIs approach many seconds, and possibly minutes, long
the song structure would break down. At some threshold this
“slower tempo” strategy will no longer create a song, but rather a
set of random calls without a phrasing or thematic structure, and
a different strategy would need to be implemented. It is unclear
whether the information contained in a quicker or slower song is
as efficient or as comprehensible to the receiving individual as a
song at “normal” speed.

Humpback whale song length as a whole is a summary of
complex behavior that likely provides a relatively easy measure
of response to potential disturbance (Fristrup et al., 2003).
According to Fristrup et al. (2003) the increased duration of the
songs might also be related to the density of the local whale
population. If the local population and social activities increase,
the duration of the song (and thus the duration of phrases and
IUIs within that song) could also increase. This project only
analyzed the clearest song in each file and did not analyze any
background songs. Therefore it is possible that the longer IUIs
observed during boat noise were actually a coincidental response
to more nearby conspecifics.

Longer IUIs have one additional advantage in noisy
conditions. They may cause the entire song to last long
enough to still be present after a boat has passed. The whales
could be conserving energy by singing less often while boat
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noise is present, under the assumption that eventually the
boat will pass and then the song can return to a normal
pace using a normal amount of metabolic energy. One study
supports this interpretation. Miller et al. (2000) found that
humpback whales sang longer songs during low frequency active
sonar transmission to compensate for the acoustic interference
(Miller et al., 2000).

Responding to boat noise is not the only thing that may
alter humpback whale song, and some of the variability might
be natural. Humpback whales tend to stop singing when they
join another whale that is not singing (Tyack, 1981). Also, the
location of the individual (either in deep or shallow waters)
or the presence of predators could change the intensity of the
vocalization, the frequencies, or the length of songs (Au et al.,
2006; Guazzo et al., 2020). In these contexts, the consistency of
performance may in turn be an indicator of fitness (Thompson,
1983) where it would be strategic to show high redundancy in
call behavior under typical conditions as a strategy to increase
detectability by congeners (Erbe et al., 2016). Furthermore, it has
been found that humpback whales are capable of increasing the
source levels of their song units (Guazzo et al., 2020). But even
with several singers, the combined effort may not compensate
for or supersede the same noise level as that in a very disturbed
environment, which still results in a suboptimal communication
space (Guazzo et al., 2020).

For future research, the examination of other variables is
suggested, such as environmental or biological cycles, different
types of noise sources like rain, wind, fish choruses, or natural
physical drivers of ambient sound levels (Wenz, 1962; Clark et al.,
2009). Natural or biological sounds could also create masking
effects similar to that of boat noise. Furthermore, the analysis of
the shipping lane masking models, currently ongoing as part of
an undergraduate thesis project, and other effects such as stress
levels (Rolland et al., 2012) of humpback whales that are exposed
to boat noise would be informative. Since noise is a potential
stressor, adapting one’s song may not reduce or compensate for
stress, but could exacerbate it, and prolonged stress could cause
serious health problems (Erbe, 2012).

Another suggestion is to carry out a much more exhaustive
estimate of the spatial overlap of boats and whales in the
Gulf of Tribugá. Because the whale-watching type boats do
not transmit AIS signals, there are no ship track data like
those for larger ships to use as acoustic source locations in
propagationmodels. But it is possible to place more hydrophones
in several places around the Gulf of Tribugá to determine
roughly where and how many boats are producing noise at
several locations at any one time. Studies of temporal overlap
with boat noise and whale song are also important. In this
project, IUI and unit length metrics were more robust than
singing rate in measuring temporal changes in humpback whale
song since boat masking likely excluded units that the analysts
could not see through boat noise. Therefore, future analysis
should include denoising the data first if metrics like singing
rate are included. For the time being, in the Gulf of Tribugá,
whale watching activities occur between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. and
humpback whale singing peaks outside of these hours (Rey et al.,
2019). Therefore boat noise overlaps less with song during peak

singing activity and the humpback whales in Stock G still have
relatively quieter night times during which to sing. If the port
is built in Tribugá, though, this refuge time would no longer
exist since merchant ships transit into and out of ports even in
the night.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This project focused on the possible impacts that whale watching
may have in one place with relatively low levels of anthropogenic
noise (Gulf of Tribugá) in the world. For this, propagation
models depicted and quantified the areas of the Gulf of Tribugá
over which whale-watching boat noise could affect the song
of humpback whales from Stock G. The statistical analyses of
actual behavioral quantification in the absence and presence of
noise from whale-watching type boats indicated that two of the
three null hypotheses were rejected: song unit and IUI lengths
were not the same when boat noise was and was not present.
Rather, the presence of boat noise was coincident with longer
and more variable song unit and IUI lengths in humpback
whale songs.

This project did not attempt to control for all of the discussed
potential behavioral and environmental variables that could have
influenced song unit and IUI length instead of boat noise. This
was partially because one hydrophone prevents much of the
analysis, like source level determination, that would require an
array of hydrophones. Mostly, however, this paper’s goals were
to (1) predict the masking potential of whale-watching boats
in a relatively undisturbed breeding ground, (2) quantify the
likely area of masking from whale-watching boat noise in the
Gulf of Tribugá specifically, and (3) explore some fundamental
observations about singing behavior changes in the presence of
whale-watching boat noise that could be easily reproduced by
students in remote field sites with access to only one hydrophone.
The fact that singing behavior changed significantly over two
temporal variables in the presence of boat noise in a place where
anthropogenic noise is low means that even the places that may
be assumed as good representations of baseline environments
are not immune to the effects of disturbance. As the scientific
community attempts to compare the effects of pollution on
wildlife, seemingly pristine environments usually serve as
controls. These results show that such control environments are
not pure controls.
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